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ABSTRACT
The Voting Rights Act of 1965 revolutionized politics in the American South. These changes also
had economic consequences, generating gains for white as well as Black southerners. Contrary to
the widespread belief that the region turned Republican in direct response to the Civil Rights
Revolution, expanded voting rights led to twenty-five years of competitive two-party politics,
featuring strong biracial coalitions in the Democratic Party. These coalitions remained competitive
in most states until the Republican Revolution of the 1990s. This abrupt rightward shift had many
causes, but critical for southern voters were the trade liberalization measures of 1994, specifically
NAFTA and the phase-out of the Multi-Fiber Arrangement which had protected the textiles and
apparel industries for decades. The consequences of Republican state regimes have been severe,
including intensified racial polarization, loss of support for public schools and higher education,
and harsh policies toward low-income populations.
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Voting rights for African Americans are undeniably part of Abraham Lincoln’s
unfinished legacy. Lincoln himself, in his confidential 1864 letter to Louisiana Governor
Michael Hahn, expressed only cautious support for extending the franchise “to some of the
colored people…as, for instance, the very intelligent, and especially those who have fought
gallantly in our ranks.” But when he expressed these sentiments in a public address on April 11,
1865, the prospect of Black voting infuriated audience member John Wilkes Booth and cost
Lincoln his life. We will never know with confidence how his views and policies would have
evolved had he lived, but Black enfranchisement soon became a priority for Congressional
Republicans, embodied in the Military Reconstruction Acts of 1867 and the Fifteenth
Amendment to the Constitution, ratified on February 3, 1870.1
The keyword here is “unfinished.” We now know that Black southerners responded to
enfranchisement quickly and in large numbers, electing Black political officials in every state of
the former Confederacy. Voting and office holding were purposeful, reflected in efforts to raise
taxes, support public schools, and expand access to land ownership.2 But we also know that
these efforts were crushed by white southern opposition, beginning with violent intimidation in
the 1870s and culminating in legal disfranchisement between 1890 and 1910. Although Black
registration and voting gradually increased over the next fifty years, the political impact in the
South was slight until the landmark Voting Rights Act of 1965.
The VRA revolutionized Black political participation in the South. Black voter
registration rates jumped almost overnight in targeted areas and then rose steadily, though voting
differences in voting turnout between the North and the South in federal elections only first
closed up completely in 2014.3 The increase in Black elected officials was longer and slower,
requiring extensive litigation to overcome “vote dilution” tactics on the part of white politicians.
Subsequently the number of Black elected officials in the South continued to rise throughout the
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1980s and 1990s, nearly doubling the non-South by the end of the century. Small wonder that the
Act has been hailed as the most successful Civil Rights law in history.4
In Sharing the Prize, I showed that enhanced political participation was not just of moral
and symbolic value but also contributed positively to the economic wellbeing of Black
southerners and the South as a whole. The most immediate gains were in municipalities and
counties, where post-VRA surveys found more paved roads and street-lights in Black residential
areas, better access to city and county services, and increased Black hires into public-sector jobs,
including police and firemen. Advances were also observable at the state level, though Blacks
were not close to a voting majority in any southern state. Economists Elizabeth Cascio and
Ebonya Washington show that the VRA’s elimination of literacy tests was systematically
associated with greater increases in state transfers to counties with higher Black population
shares. These shifts occurred well before any major Black representation in state government.5
The economic gains from broadening the franchise were not limited to African
Americans. Contrary to Lyndon Johnson’s oft-quoted remark that the Civil Rights Act had
“handed the South to the Republicans for a generation,” what the VRA actually brought to the
South was more than twenty-five years of vigorous two-party competition. Aided by new Black
voters, moderate Democrats like John West of South Carolina, Reubin Askew of Florida, and
Jimmy Carter of Georgia defeated segregationist opponents in 1970, changing the political
landscape for most of the region. Knowing the divisiveness of the race issue, these new-breed
governors stressed economic development and education as unifying themes. For a somewhat
later period, political scientist Kerry Haynie reports that greater Black representation in state
legislatures tended to raise spending on health, education, and social welfare, benefiting
southerners of all races.6

Energized, or at least not deterred, by these policies, growth in the

southern states outpaced the rest of the nation from the 1960s to the 1990s.
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This essay extends this account to address the question: if the reconfigured political
economy of the post-Civil Rights South was so beneficial for almost all concerned, why was it
largely abandoned with the consolidation of conservative majorities beginning in the 1990s?
One perspective views this outcome as the culmination of a long-term realignment between the
ideologies of white southerners and their partisan identities, a process that took time because
state party organizations and officeholders were historically Democratic.7 Another school of
thought stresses the creation of majority-minority districts in response to vote-dilution litigation,
reducing incentives toward coalition-building and moderation.8 However this may be, state
boundaries were not redistricted, yet southern white voting in statewide elections clearly shifted
to the right from the 1990s onward. The power of reformulated ideological appeals can hardly
be denied, but this essay suggests that another important contributor was the end of rapid
regional growth, specifically the massive loss of manufacturing jobs after 1994. This
development undermined an important structural basis for biracial political cooperation.
The Historical Path of the Southern Black Vote
The Fifteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution provided that the right to vote could
not be denied on the basis of “race, color, or previous condition of servitude,” and African
Americans participated actively in southern state and local politics for the next two decades,
electing more than 600 Black state legislators overall.9 With the withdrawal of federal troops in
1876, however, white southerners intensified efforts to repress Black voting. After 1890
disfranchisement became formalized in legislation and in many cases in new state constitutions.
By 1910 southern Black disfranchisement was virtually complete.10
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It is worth noting that although the racial motivations of southern legislators were blatant
and unconcealed, the laws themselves were ostensibly race-neutral in ironic deference to the
Fifteenth Amendment, among the most effective instruments being literacy tests and poll taxes
(that typically cumulated each year if unpaid). The most direct economic consequences were
racial in character, primarily the sharp decline in both absolute and relative spending on Black
schools.11 But whether by intention or inadvertence, voting by lower-income white southerners
was also substantially curtailed by the disfranchisement package, and this group too suffered
economic consequences. Statistical studies show a strong three-way association among
disfranchisement, plantation tenancy, and educational inequality for both Blacks and whites.12
The dual-inequality pattern extended even to North Carolina, exemplifying what Kousser calls
“progressivism for middle-class whites only.”13 Such scenarios gave rise to V.O. Key’s classic
formulation: fixation on race stifled both political competition and progressive economic policies
in the South, to the ultimate detriment of low-income members of both races.14
Black political leaders never accepted disfranchisement as settled and waged a legal
struggle for the vote for more than half a century, with periodic breakthroughs. As early as
1915, the NAACP persuaded the U.S. Supreme Court to invalidate Oklahoma’s grandfather
clause exempting whites from literacy tests if a linear ancestor had been entitled to vote on
January 1, 1866. With the Court’s overthrow of the Texas white primary in 1944 (after three
decades of litigation), southern Black voter registration began a slow climb, from an estimated 3
percent of the voting-age population in 1940 to 12 percent in 1947 and 20 percent in 1952.15
Black voters in this era were mainly in cities and could sometimes exercise political influence in
competitive elections. But progress during the 1950s was painfully slow, and this stasis was
hardly changed by the Civil Rights Acts of 1957 and 1960. Between 1960 and 1962 the
estimated southern Black registration rate barely budged, from 29.1 to 29.4 percent.16
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The historic break came in 1962, with the launching of the Voter Education Project, a
mass registration project sponsored by five Civil Rights organizations and encouraged by the
Kennedy administration. The campaign registered approximately 700,000 voters in two and a
half years. But it also provoked considerable resistance and retaliation, and some states (notably
Alabama, Louisiana, and Mississippi) saw minimal gains at best. Thus the Johnson
administration was preparing more aggressive federal legislation even before the dramatic
showdown at Selma on March 7, 1965.17
The Voting Rights Act of 1965 rewrote the rules of southern politics almost overnight.
Sections 2 and 3 restated the principles of the Fifteenth Amendment nationally. Section 4
defined a “coverage formula” for federal action: jurisdictions that imposed a literacy test or
similar device and where voter turnout was less than 50 percent in the 1964 Presidential election.
These criteria covered six southern states fully (Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, South
Carolina and Virginia) plus about forty counties in North Carolina. Literacy tests were banned
entirely in covered areas, and the Attorney General was authorized to assign federal examiners to
enroll qualified voters in these areas. Within the first three months of enactment, Attorney
General Katzenbach sent examiners to thirty-two counties in four states. By the end of 1967,
examiners had registered more than 150,000 Black southerners in fifty-eight counties. More
than twice this number were registered by local voting registrars elsewhere, under the threat of
federal intervention if prior practices did not change.18
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Figure 1 shows the sharp jump in Black voter registration between 1965 and 1970 in the
seven original VRA states and the South as a whole. The increase was substantial even in states
where growth was fairly steady from 1940 onward, but the discontinuity was particularly marked
in Alabama, Mississippi, and South Carolina. The figure also shows that these higher
registration levels were largely maintained in subsequent decades, albeit with fluctuations. By
the 1980s, southern Black registration rates were typically higher than those of Blacks in other
regions, at times exceeding white registration rates in the same state and year.
The 1965 Act was an emergency measure set to expire in five years. President Richard
Nixon came into office intending to get the voting rights “monkey …off the backs of the South”
by extending coverage nationwide and eliminating Section 5, which required “preclearance” of
6

any change in election procedures in covered areas. In the end, however, the Act was renewed
in 1970 for another five years little changed, though the ban on literacy tests did indeed become
national at that time. The 1975 renewal was for seven years and extended coverage to language
minorities, a provision championed by Barbara Jordan of Texas, the first Black woman ever
elected to Congress from the South. By that time, the VRA had acquired significant support
from within the South: 52 of 78 southern Democrats voted in favor, and 10 of 27 southern
Republicans; in the Senate, a regional majority of eleven Democrats and two Republicans from
the South voted for renewal. Some of the change may have been merely a matter of
acquiescence to what had become a national consensus. But it also reflected the observation that
experience under the VRA had by no means been as calamitous as white southerners anticipated.
As Louisiana Democratic Senator Bennett Johnston put it: “We found that the sky did not fall
under the 1965 Voting Rights Act, that things worked pretty well in the South, the deep South of
the old Confederacy, which readjusted their patterns of voting, readjusted their attitudes towards
all people. It worked.” As if in confirmation of the emerging consensus within the region, every
southern governor joined in designating July 1976 “Voter Registration Month,” urging all
unregistered persons to register and vote in the bicentennial year.19
The VRA survived even the Reagan revolution of the 1980s, which curtailed or reversed
many other aspects of Civil Rights policy. Encouraged by Strom Thurmond of South Carolina,
Reagan initially favored extending Section 5 to all of the states, a transparent means of diluting
enforcement in the South. Despite vigorous efforts by Reagan’s team, strong Congressional
majorities voted not only for a 25-year renewal in 1982, but also to reverse the Supreme Court’s
1980 ruling that vote dilution was actionable only if discriminatory intent could be established.
This time the final votes in both houses were nearly unanimous, only four of twenty-two
southern Senators in opposition. Thurmond himself, not wanting to antagonize South Carolina’s
Black voters, supported renewal for the first time. It would hardly seem possible that the VRA
consensus could grow any stronger, but in fact the 2006 renewal vote continued the trend.
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Majorities for another 25-year renewal in that year were even more overwhelming in both the
Senate (98-0) and the House (390-33).20
Black Elected Officials
The surge in Black voters was accompanied by an upward jump in Black candidates for
office. There were several striking early successes in Black-majority areas. Newly enfranchised
voters in Macon County, Alabama, elected a Black sheriff for the first time in 1966. The
Freedom Democratic Party of Mississippi successfully backed Robert Clark of Holmes County
in his election to the state house of representatives in 1967. By 1974, in the states covered by the
VRA, nearly a thousand Black officials were serving, compared to just seventy-two in 1965.
Nonetheless a report by the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights on the tenth anniversary of the
VRA found that Black representation was still far below its demographic potential, so that
“minorities have not yet gained a foothold on positions of real influence.”21
A central reason for the lag in Black representation was the adoption of an array of
measures by southern jurisdictions to weaken the effectiveness of Black voting, a practice known
as “vote dilution.” The Civil Rights Commission devoted more than half of its 1968 report to
documenting these practices, which included changing from district to county-wide elections;
consolidating adjoining counties to increase the share of white voters; abolishing elective offices
contested by Black candidates; imposing additional filing fees and requirements for elective
office; withholding essential information for contesting a public office; and many others.22
The particularly egregious actions by the state of Mississippi led to the decision in Allen
v. State Board of Education (1969), in which the Supreme Court declared that all changes in
electoral procedures in covered areas must be submitted to the Attorney General for
preclearance, giving an expansive reading to the Act’s language authorizing “all actions
20
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necessary to make voting effective.” The court’s pendulum swung the other way in Mobile v.
Bolden (1980), which held that vote dilution was only actionable if discriminatory intent could
be established. This restriction was promptly reversed by Congress in the 1982 renewal of the
VRA, illustrating the strength of the national consensus in support of meaningful Black political
participation. The new language provided that voting violations need only have a
“discriminatory effect,” not necessarily a “discriminatory purpose,” to be proscribed. The
Supreme Court revisited the issue in Thornburg v. Gingles (1986), a case emerging from a North
Carolina redistricting plan that spread Black voters across seven new Congressional districts in
such a way that no Black candidate was likely to be elected. This time the court ruled that six of
the new districts violated the Act, endorsing criteria based on the “totality of circumstances” in
the area, including the size and cohesiveness of racial voting blocs and the history of racially
polarized voting. The outcome of this historical process was in essence a conclusion that the
Voting Rights Act required the creation of Black-majority legislative districts in the South.23
Figure 2 illustrates the results for Black elected officials, comparing the eleven-state
South to the rest of the nation. The litigation-driven accelerations of the 1980s and 1990s are
evident. It is notable that by the 1984, the number of Black elected officials in the South
surpassed that of the non-South, where progress on this front stagnated. A statistical analysis
published in 1994 concluded that the transition was largely driven by Black-majority districts
compelled by enforcement of the Voting Rights Act.24
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Source: Joint Center for Political and Economic Studies, Black Elected Officials, various issues.
Another regional aspect of the “quiet revolution” is illustrated in Table 1, which
considers the share of Black elected officials relative to the Black share of the voting-age
population, for the South and the Non-South, in 2001. Although southern Black citizens were
still underrepresented by this measure in most offices, the degree of representation was much
higher than elsewhere in the country, relative to the size of the Black population. True enough,
most BEOs in the South were in local government positions, such as county commissioners, city
councilors, and school board members. But Black candidates also gained seats in southern state
legislatures, and these too had their greatest growth spurts in the 1980s and 1990s.25
Intentional creation of majority-minority districts was controversial at the time and
continues to be so. On the one hand, grouping voters by race may reduce incentives for interracial cooperation and coalition-building. Against this, there is much evidence that a visible
Black presence in elected leadership positions makes a difference, both subjectively and
objectively. A Black political organizer in Mississippi remarked: “The number of victories isn’t
as important as the fact that they symbolize a bit of Black authority, a gradual return to respect
for those accustomed to having their lives manipulated by white hands.”26 Tom McCain, the first

25
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Black candidate for office in Edgefield County, South Carolina, since Reconstruction, argued:
“There’s an inherent value in office-holding that goes far beyond picking up the garbage. A race
of people who are excluded from office will always be second class.”27 Beyond mere perceptions
are the many services that Black representatives provide for their constituents. Studies of
Congress show that although the racial composition of delegations has little effect on roll-call
votes, Black representatives make a decisive difference for constituency services, hiring Black
staff members, locating district offices, and establishing a sense of trust with Black voters.28 A
Black official in Panola County, Mississippi, noted: “Blacks feel they can come to me and get
answers to problems; they have a connection with the system.”29
Because federal and state legislative districts have been subject to change through judicial
and political processes, this essay concentrates on statewide elections, where no redistricting has
occurred. Indeed, one of the clearest indications that race remains politically salient in the South
is that elections of Black candidates to statewide office in the South has been and continues to be
extremely rare. In modern times, no Black candidate has been elected to a state constitutional
office in Alabama, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Tennessee, or Texas. The two most
conspicuous counter-examples – Douglas Wilder of Virginia and Tim Scott of South Carolina –
are both exceptions that tend to prove the general rule. Wilder was first elected as lieutenant
governor in 1985, and then governor in 1989; both elections were extremely close, and the bulk
of Wilder’s white votes came from northern counties and Hampton Roads, fast-growing areas
with large nonnative populations.30 Tim Scott is a conservative Republican who was appointed to
a vacant U.S. Senate seat by Governor Nikki Haley in 2013 and then elected for the remainder of
the term in 2014. Although Scott’s election confirms that southern white attitudes toward race
have changed since Civil Rights days, his political isolation also underscores the extent to which
race and partisan polarization have become closely intertwined in the contemporary South.
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Economic Gains from Voting Rights
A large question looming over this discussion is whether the advent of voting rights
actually enhanced the wellbeing of African Americans in the South. One direct effect was to
reduce and then virtually eliminate the extreme racial rhetoric that had long characterized
southern campaigns. Knowledgeable observers of South Carolina politics reported: “The
increase in African American voter registration and turnout almost immediately ended the white
supremacist rhetoric that had been a hallmark of the state’s political leaders.”31 In the 1967
Mississippi gubernatorial election, “neither of the two major candidates dared praise segregation
as overtly as had the candidates four and eight years earlier.”32 True, a die-hard segregationist
candidate like Lester Maddox could make a political splash, becoming governor of Georgia in
1967. But even Maddox in office moderated his racial rhetoric, and he was succeeded in 1971
by Jimmy Carter, an outspoken racial progressive. The year 1970 marked something of a turning
point, in which traditional racial rhetoric proved politically unsuccessful throughout the South.
In that year, former Dixiecrat Strom Thurmond of South Carolina backed a segregationist
gubernatorial candidate, who lost to moderate Democrat John West. Having gotten the message,
Thurmond became the first southern senator to appoint a Black staff aide and the first to sponsor
an African American for a federal judgeship. For the rest of his career, Thurmond actively
sought Black votes, with moderate success.33 Five years after passage of the Voting Rights Act,
Black voting seemed clearly to be a force for political moderation.34
Moderation in local politics also generated improved access to city and county services,
such as police and fire protection, paved roads and street lights, recreational facilities, and
appointments to boards, commissions and civil service jobs.35 Systematic evidence compiled by
political scientist James Button for six Florida counties shows that the percentage of streets
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paved in Black subcommunities was far below the white norm in 1960, but rose rapidly in the
1960s and was at or near parity with white areas by the 1980s. As the white mayor of Titusville
explained: “Through the early 1960s the city council was composed of an old-line group of
people – rural, southern, been here all their lives, and some of whom still carried Civil War
memories. Blacks did not receive their fair share of services because they were considered
second-, or even third-class citizens.”36
Black voting and representation produced tangible economic benefits by changing the
racial composition of public-sector employment.37 The biggest increases in Black public-sector
employment were in large cities with Black city councils and mayors. When Atlanta first elected
a Black mayor in 1973, Black employment rose from 38.1 to 55.6 percent of the total; Black
administrators jumped from 7.1 to 32.6 percent, and professionals from 15.2 to 42.2 percent.38 In
Richmond, Virginia, Black city employment was restricted to service and maintenance jobs until
1963. Blacks attained a majority in the city council in 1977, after redistricting in response to a
Supreme Court ruling rejecting a proposed annexation. As a direct result, the parity score for
minority employment increased from 0.756 to 1.10. As in Atlanta, employment shares rose most
rapidly in administrative and professional categories.39 Some of these gains may have happened
even without local political voice, because the 1972 amendments to the Civil Rights Act
extended Title VII coverage to the public sector. But Black political representation also clearly
made a difference. Using a national panel of cities and metropolitan areas for 1971-2004,
economists John V.C. Nye, Ilia Ranier, and Thomas Stratmann find that election of a Black
mayor in a city with a large Black population had a large positive impact on Black employment
in both public and private sectors, labor force participation, and income.40
Similar effects are also found in studies of VRA impacts at the county level. Comparing
covered and non-covered North Carolina counties in the mid-1980s, political scientist Joel
Thompson reported that the VRA counties had greater increases in Black voter registration and
elected officials, but also more rapid growth in Black incomes and occupational status, and
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attracted more revenue from both county and outside governmental sources. A later study by
Abhay P. Aneja and Carlos F. Avenancio-Leon compares covered and non-covered counties
throughout the South between 1950 and 1980, showing that coverage reduced Black-white wage
gaps, by expanding public sector employment opportunities for Black workers and by support for
anti-discrimination policies. Economists Andrea Bernini, Giovanni Facchini, and Cecelia Testa
find that southern counties more strongly affected by the VRA – in that they were compelled by
litigation to switch to single-member districts – elected more Black officials, gained more
revenue from state and federal transfers, and provided more public goods, primarily education.41
Most of the foregoing examples are from jurisdictions in which Black voters constituted a
majority or near majority of the electorate. There is evidence, however, that economic gains
were also realized through the policies of states, none of which had Black majorities even after
the registration surge impelled by the VRA. The most thoroughly documented study is by
Elizabeth Cascio and Ebonya Washington, who track the share of state transfers (chiefly for
education) to counties with higher Black population shares, comparing states with literacy tests
(and therefore covered by the VRA) and those without. The authors estimate that the mean
county in a literacy-test state saw an increase of 16.4 percent in per-capita transfers over the
period. Citing contemporary testimony, Cascio and Washington interpret the result as an
indication that Blacks were part of new statewide coalitions. The shift in state resource
allocation was strongly associated with increased turnout in presidential elections but occurred
well before any major Black representation in state government.42
The case for positive economic benefits for African Americans from voting seems strong.
A further question raised in Sharing the Prize is whether these advances came at the expense of
white southerners, or whether instead they were part of a broader restructuring by which most
white southerners also gained. If we define progress in terms of shares – of fund transfers,
public services, or employment – then the game is zero-sum by definition. But if Black political
participation facilitated biracial cooperation towards mutually beneficial goals, then both races
may have been net winners. Many local studies describe precisely this outcome. Returning to
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Panola County, Mississippi, after a twenty-year absence, Frederick Wirt found: “Among white
leaders of Panola County there was a general sense that voting changes had benefited not merely
Blacks but whites as well…Whites reported that Black empowerment had helped them overturn
the old power holders and the planters who had blocked racial and economic change.”43
Cooperation to attract community health centers into underserved areas is a good illustration of
the potential return to inter-racial coalitions. Health care historian Bonnie Lefkowitz writes: “In
South Carolina, Mississippi, and Texas, the centers not only drew strength from the civil rights
movement, they irrevocably altered the white power structure that controlled the economic and
environmental determinants of disease.”44
Major southern cities also developed biracial coalitions in the wake of Black political
empowerment. In Birmingham, Alabama, a city beleaguered by racial conflict and industrial
decline, new Black voters supported long-stymied city government reform and bond issues to
improve municipal services. The twenty-year administration of the first Black mayor, Richard
Arrington, was marked by collaboration with the largely white business community and a
development program centered on the University of Alabama, Birmingham and its medical
complex.45 Another successful biracial coalition was in Charlotte, North Carolina, which
struggled to an uneasy compromise on school integration and busing in the 1970s. A move to
district representatives in 1977 increased Black participation and contributed to passage of an
airport bond issue in 1978, reversing an earlier defeat. The election of Civil Rights hero Harvey
Gantt as mayor in 1981 seemed to symbolize the post-Civil Rights consensus around economic
growth, helping Charlotte to become the third-largest banking center in the nation.46 Perhaps the
most famous example of biracial growth is Atlanta, which emerged from 1960s turmoil to the
status of world-class city: fourth-largest concentration of Fortune 500 companies, world’s busiest
airport, home of prominent universities and high-tech industries – with Black political leadership
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since 1974. Atlanta’s progress has been sufficient to attract an influx of young, educated
predominantly white people into the city since 1990.47
The Voting Rights Act and the Two-Party South
The most stringent test for the proposition that Black voting rights were broadly
beneficial is the effect on the political climate in statewide elections. Among the best-known
quotations from the Civil Rights era is Lyndon Johnson’s reported remark to Bill Moyers after
signing the historic 1964 bill: “I think we just handed the South to the Republicans for a long
time to come.” The statement is repeated because it seems prophetic: the twenty-first century
South is solidly Republican, and the region has been voting that way in Presidential elections
since the 1970s. But as commonly used, the quote is deeply misleading. Johnson knew that the
Civil Rights Act had damaged him with the white South, but he also believed that the Voting
Rights Act of 1965 would repair much of this loss, by making moderate southern Democrats
competitive. In a memo entitled “Negro Vote in the South,” Presidential aide Lawrence O’Brien
pointed out that Black voters had provided LBJ’s margin of victory in four southern states.48
Martin Luther King, Jr., expanded on this argument in a January 1965 phone conversation with
Johnson: “It’s very interesting, Mr. President, to note that the only states you didn’t carry in the
South…have less than forty percent of the Negroes registered to vote…It’s so important to get
Negroes registered in large numbers in the South. It would be this coalition of the Negro vote
and the moderate white vote that will really make the new South.”49
King’s vision of a successful biracial coalition was largely borne out in statewide
elections over the next 25-30 years. Figures 3a and 3b show the distribution of U.S. Senators
and governors by party from 1960 to 2019. Republican strength rose from near-zero between
1965 and 1970, but Democrats continued to be competitive through the 1990s. Southern
Democratic governors outnumbered Republicans as late as 2002.
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Figure 3a. Southern Senators by Party, 1960-2019

Figure 3b. Southern Governors by Party, 1960-2019

A count of office-holders is not necessarily a good measure of inter-party competition,
because it does not tell us what was happening within the states. A tool commonly used by
political scientists is the Ranney Index, which aggregates each party’s proportion of success
(percentage of votes for governor, percentage of legislative seats), duration of success (length of
time under party control), and frequency of divided government. A summary of state indices by
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time period appears in Table 2, adapted to federal elections by J. David Woodard. The picture is
much the same as in Figures 3a and 3b. For 1956-1962, all the southern states were classified as
One-Party Democrat. Between 1964 and 1978, five states became Two-Party Competitive
(Florida, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, and Virginia). Between 1980 and 1994, nine of the
eleven states were Two-Party Competitive. Illustrating that these categorizations are far from
permanent, two states (North Carolina and Virginia) actually reverted from One-Party
Republican to Two-Party Competitive between periods. True, the table shows a strong rightward
shift after 1994. The point is that the move into One-Party Republican rule is historically very
recent in most southern states.
Such indices do not necessarily capture the changes in voting behavior we are after,
because differences between Presidential and state voting can persist for long periods, and
because congressional elections (both state and federal) are subject to influence by redistricting.
Figure 4a displays the Democratic share of the vote in all southern statewide elections from 1960
to 2016. The trend from 1970 to 1992 is barely perceptible, the average falling by less than two
percentage points. The trend is slightly faster when only Senate votes are included (Figure 4b),
but here too, the decisive shift came in 1994. 50
Figure 4a. Democratic Share of State Votes, 1960-2016
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Figure 4b. Democratic Share of Senate Votes, 1960-2016
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Because 1994 was the year in which the Republicans gained control of the House of
Representatives (for the first time since the 1950s), the relatively sudden shift in partisan balance
is often attributed to the redistricting decisions of the early 1990s. But Ebonya Washington
compares Congressional political outcomes (party and ideology) in redistricted states litigation
with those in southern states not covered by the VRA, finding no significant difference between
the two. Political scientists John R. Petrocik and Scott W. Desposato show that the direct effect
of reshuffling Black and white voters had no more than a minor impact on short-term partisan
results. The critical factor, in their view, was a “pro-GOP surge, independent of
redistricting…an impossible-to-anticipate, large, anti-Democratic tide.”51 In any case the shares
in Figures 4a and 4b are for states, whose boundaries did not change. In 1994, Republicans won
five of six southern Senate races, and four of seven governorships. It appears that the trend as
well as the level shifted, a genuine regime change in regional politics.
Looking back from the twenty-first century, many writers are inclined to see the
transition to a Republican South as inevitable, a “process [that] took decades to completely sort
itself out” but was nonetheless bound to happen. On this view, realignment was constrained only
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by the need to build an infrastructure of Republican support networks and “viable Republican
candidates who campaigned on a message that was in step with the views of white southerners.”
The premise of this interpretation is that the white South “has never changed fundamentally, in a
political sense or even a cultural one.” As one recent observer puts it: “Why did Democrats lose
the white South? ...Because the party became too liberal on civil rights and racist white
Southerners didn’t like it.”52
Such interpretations are unhistorical. Knowledgeable observers of southern politics
during the 1970s and 1980s did not portray a shaky temporary waystation on the road to
conservative restoration. They thought they were seeing the wave of the future, a region that at
long last had shaken off the race issue, freeing its politics for realignment along economic lines.
Surveying the scene in 1976, Jack Bass and Walter DeVries wrote: “The political liberation of
southern Blacks, important as it is, may be of less significance than the liberation of southern
whites…The South retains some distinctive regional qualities, but it has joined the nation’s
political mainstream” (p. 407). Alexander Lamis published the first edition of The Two-Party
South in 1984, opening with the observation that “by the early 1970s…one could discern a
distinct lessening of racial tension in the region…the altered racial environment contributed to
the development of two-party politics” (p. 5), and concluding: “Party competition has now firmly
settled into the region” (232). These statements were not revised in the edition of 1988, which
noted that “the most striking feature of the recent period is continuity with the patterns described
in the original edition” (p. x). Writing in 1990, political scientist Laurence W. Moreland held
that “there is no evidence to suggest that a new one-party Republican South looms in the
future.”53 Even in the decade following the transformative election of 1994, the eminent scholars
Earl and Merle Black wrote: “If the old solid Democratic South has vanished, a comparably solid
Republican South has not yet developed. Nor is one likely to emerge.”54
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An analysis of patterns of party identification among native white southerners in the early
1990s confirmed the emergence of a class-based partisanship that had been missing in earlier
decades: higher status individuals favored Republican identification, while those whites who
remained Democrats had “tendencies similar to whites in the rest of the nation: older, Catholic,
union members, blue-collar, working-class, less educated, and less affluent.”55 An update ten
years later confirmed the shift towards “normal,” class-based polarization among white
southerners, and the “movement away from race as the sole issue of importance to Southern
voters.”56 In their 2006 reassessment of postwar southern political history, political scientists
Byron Shafer and Richard Johnston found that southern white party identification was tightly
linked to social class, refuting the notion that the politics of race provided a “reliable and
consistent contribution” to Republican ascendancy.57
To be sure, from the information in Figures 4a and 4b alone, one could not distinguish an
old-line segregationist Democrat from a new-breed progressive. In fact, the 1970s South saw a
wave of “New South” Democratic governors, including such prominent and successful figures as
Reubin Askew of Florida, Dale Bumpers and David Pryor of Arkansas, Jimmy Carter and
George Busbee of Georgia, Edwin Edwards of Louisiana, and John West of South Carolina. All
were moderates by national standards, and all had similar programs to replace the divisive race
issue with unifying support for economic development, through education and other
infrastructure investments. Nor was this a one-generation affair. The first wave of the 1970s
was succeeded by a second wave in the 1980s, featuring names such as Bob Graham of Florida,
Dave Treen of Louisiana, William Winter of Mississippi, Richard Riley and Carroll Campbell of
South Carolina, Chuck Robb of Virginia, and Bill Clinton of Arkansas. Historian Gordon
Harvey writes that since 1970, every southern state except Alabama has elected at least one New
South governor.58
The picture was much the same for southern Democrats in the U.S. Senate. Not only did
their numbers remain high through the 1980s, but their average ADA liberalism ratings
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continued to rise during this period. Well-known names include former governors Hollings,
Bumpers and Pryor, plus Ralph Yarborough of Texas, and Albert Gore Sr. of Tennessee.
Yarborough and Gore were defeated for re-election in 1971, largely over the Vietnam War rather
than race or economics. But only Gore lost to a Republican, and in that case the seat was retaken six years later by progressive Democrat Jim Sasser, who served until 1995. Clearly these
experienced politicians did not believe they were out of step with their constituencies.59
Race, Economy and Realignment in the South
If this characterization of the two-party South is accurate, the obvious question is why the
region’s voters moved so decisively to the right from the mid-1990s onward. Broadly speaking,
historians and social scientists have offered two main interpretations of realignment: the first
emphasizes race and racial backlash, including the emergence of a new, “coded” language
reframing issues in ostensibly race-neutral terms; the second argues that the main driving force
has been economic development, by which is meant the shift of population into suburbs,
attracted by conservative positions on economic issues such as taxes and government spending.
Other accounts feature innovations in political rhetoric and outreach, such as the mobilization of
evangelical Christians on issues such as abortion and homosexuality; but the question of
racialized appeals versus economic interests persists even in this broader frame.60
A reasonable person can believe that there is truth in both interpretations. The superficial
race-neutrality of modern southern political discourse cannot be taken at face value. Ilyana
Kuziemko and Ebonya Washington find that holding racially conservative views is the single
strongest predictor of the shift in southern white party identification between 1958 and 1980 – a
period when regional survey responses on race questions were moving towards national norms.61
Although the openly racist rhetoric of earlier times was no longer acceptable, unobtrusive
measures of racial attitudes – designed to remove the effects of social desirability – pointed to
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distinctly higher levels of racial prejudice in the South than in the non-South even in the 1990s.62
Political scientists Nicholas Valentino and David Sears find a strong association between
southern ideological conservatism and “modern” or “symbolic” racial attitudes, reflected in
beliefs that Black disadvantages are caused by poor work ethic, or that Blacks make excessive
demands and get too many concessions from government.63 At times the racial appeals were not
even disguised, as in the blatant images deployed by Jesse Helms during his North Carolina
senatorial campaigns against Harvey Gantt in 1990 and 1996.
The pervasiveness of southern race consciousness, however, does not imply that
economic considerations did not matter. V. O. Key famously wrote: “Whatever phase of the
southern political process one seeks to understand, sooner or later the trail of inquiry leads to the
Negro.” But the very next sentence reads: “Yet it is far from the truth to paint a picture of
southern politics as being chiefly concerned with the maintenance of the supremacy of white
over Black.”64 That disclaimer is as apt for later decades as it was in the Jim Crow era.
Whatever their racial attitudes, the median southern white voter cast a ballot for a moderate-toliberal Democrat until 1994. Veteran observers of southern politics saw this break as a
discontinuity that could not have been foreseen even a few years before. Alexander Lamis, for
example, in a sequel to his earlier books on the two-party South, stressed that the trends down to
1990 did not foretell the Republican surge.65 Writing two decades later, Charles Bullock III
remarked: “After seven elections in which between 45 percent and 55 percent of whites voted
Democratic, support fell [in 1994] to barely a third and has yet to rise.”66
There are no official records of voter choices by race, and the archival inventory of exit
polls for non-Presidential elections is not complete. But the basic mathematics of southern
electoral demography confirms the truth of Bullock’s statement, in light of the facts that the
Black share of state electorates was essentially stable from 1980 to 2014 (ranging between 15
and 30 percent in most states), and Black voters remained solidly Democratic, playing no part in
the realignment process. Throughout the period, the share of Hispanic voters was too small to
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have political significance outside of Texas and Florida. The implication is that Figures 4a and
4b understate the discontinuity of the 1990s, which was entirely a white voter phenomenon.
Available exit polls confirm this general picture. For Senatorial elections in the 1980s, for
example, Democratic incumbents were comfortably returned to office with biracial majorities,
while open-seat competition for white votes was essentially even.67
What happened between 1990 and 1994 to precipitate such a drastic political response?
Gaddie and Hoffman observe that unlike previous “critical realignment” elections, the 1994
voter revolt defies easy categorization in terms of issues or events, even in the South: “The
potential culprits in this mystery, in short, are numerous…the elections of the 1990s might be
characterized as realignment by a hundred cuts…”68 Many observers point to the Congressional
redistricting measures of the early 1990s, which created Black-majority districts and allegedly
drove the parties to extremes. But statewide elections displayed the same trend shift at the same
time. Political scientists Adam Bonica and Gary Cox argue that the prospect of Republican
control of the House (for the first time since the 1950s) focused the attention of activists, donors,
and party leaders on the battle for majority status, a process that may have had spillover effects
on statewide elections.69 But if so, what was the substantive content of this intensified
mobilization? Lamis and others emphasize the personal unpopularity of President Clinton in
1994, reflecting an apparently successful Republic effort to “nationalize” House elections in that
year. According to Gary Jacobsen, “fully 44 percent of [sampled] white southern males said that
their House vote was a vote against Clinton.”70 But Clinton and his running mate Al Gore were
both southerners, who ran about even in the South against Bush and Quayle in 1992. What could
have changed so dramatically in just two years?
It seems to have escaped attention in this literature that much of the South experienced
wrenching economic dislocation at precisely this time, as the manufacturing industries that had
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formed the core of the regional economy began their historic descent in response to import
competition. Figure 5 conveys some sense of the magnitude of employment losses. North
Carolina lost the most jobs, mainly because it was the largest manufacturing state. But in
proportionate terms, the patterns were similar and the falloffs nearly as great in all the southern
states. Research by David Autor, David Dorn, and Gordon Hanson documents the geographic
concentration of trade-exposed local labor markets in these states.71

Figure 5. Manufacturing Employment by State, 1952-2017

SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics
Could this global economic restructuring have affected regional partisan voting? Indeed,
it was front and center. One highly visible object was NAFTA, enacted in November 1993 with
vigorous backing from President Clinton, implemented January 1, 1994. Although supported by
some parts of the industry, NAFTA was strongly opposed by workers and unions in textile areas
(as well as the industrial Midwest)? The origins of the pact were bipartisan, but Clinton took
most of the blame, and Democrats voting in favor suffered badly at the polls in 1994. The most
famous example was Tom Foley of Washington, the first House speaker to lose his seat since the
Civil War. But southern Democrats supporting NAFTA were also hard hit. Those who lost seats
included six-term incumbent Buddy Darden of Georgia and David Price of North Carolina.
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Rising star Clete Johnson of Georgia lost his re-election bid by 31 percentage points, the largest
margin of the year. A handful of other incumbents barely survived.
Of more direct relevance for Textiles and Apparel was the 1994 Agreement on Textile
and Clothing, negotiated as part of the WTO’s Uruguay Round. The agreement phased out the
import quotas of the Multi-Fibre Arrangement (MFA) over the ten-year period 1994-2004. The
two issues interacted, when Clinton sent letters to textile and apparel state representatives shortly
before the vote on NAFTA, promising that an extended phase-out of fifteen years would be
secured. A month after the NAFTA vote, U.S. negotiators accepted the ten-year plan. Figure 6
shows that employment in these sectors, which had been drifting downward through the 1980s,
began a precipitous decline in 1994, in every southern textile state. Although Textiles and
Apparel comprised less than ten percent of U.S. manufacturing employment in 1990, they
accounted for nearly one-third of the employment contraction between 1990 and 2003.72
Business leaders, workers and their unions clearly understood the importance of import
quotas to the industry’s survival. Maintaining them was the object of lobbying and grass-roots
mobilization for decades. A landmark of sorts was the Textile and Apparel Enforcement Act of
1985, passed by both houses and vetoed by President Reagan. As the vote to override the veto
neared, thousands of workers bombarded their representatives with pleas for support. Many
writers bolstered their case by pointing out that in the wake of the Civil Rights movement,
textiles and apparel now provided employment for women and minorities in large numbers.
Within five days of the override vote, Reagan announced the successful negotiation of a new,
tougher MFA that expanded coverage to fibers such as ramie, linen and silk blends and would
prevent “destructive import surges.” The override motion was subsequently defeated, but textile
and apparel workers had accomplished their main goal. Despite Republican support for free
trade in principle, highly mobilized textile workers received more political responsiveness from
the Reagan administration in the 1980s than from Bill Clinton in the 1990s.73
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Figure 6

SOURCE: Annual Survey of Manufactures.
As events unfolded, the worst fears of the trade liberalization critics were realized. Over
the next fifteen years, employment fell far more rapidly than industry analysts expected.74 Most
economic studies of job displacement identify the 2001 entry of China into the WTO as the key
turning point.75 But in the South, the break came earlier: in the leading textiles-and-apparel
states, more factory jobs were lost before 2001 than after. Economists Shushanik Hakobyan and
John McLaren use census data for 1990 and 2000 to identify the effects of NAFTA, finding
dramatically lowered wage growth for blue-collar workers and for affected localities.76 NAFTA
may have been a contributing factor, in that textile and apparel imports from Mexico surged
between 1994 and 2000 (before being displaced by Chinese imports). But the demise of the
MFA precipitated rapid growth of textiles and apparel imports from many other countries as
well, including Pakistan, Bangladesh, Vietnam, Indonesia and Canada.77 The expansion of
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Chinese imports after 2001 added another inflection point to the downward spiral, helping to
explain why early projections underestimated the speed of change so severely.
To be sure, the South was a full participant in the boom of the late 1990s. But that burst
of prosperity had little relevance for most displaced mill workers. Detailed studies by the BLS
show that former textile workers typically experienced long bouts of joblessness and found new
jobs only at substantially reduced pay and benefits, especially health insurance. These effects are
confirmed by Autor and his co-authors, who find that workers who lost jobs to Chinese imports
experienced more unemployment, lower labor-force participation, lower wages, and little
sectoral or geographic mobility.78 These losses were of course not exclusive to the South, but
evidence from Trade Adjustment Assistance certifications confirm that states most heavily
invested in low-wage manufacturing had the largest shares of their workforces affected by trade,
southern states leading the lists.79 Reports in recent years of a “comeback” for the domestic
textiles industry have little relevance for most former textile workers: the new jobs are a small
fraction of previous levels and the required skill levels far higher.80
This account should not be understood as a suggestion that switching party allegiance
was a rational response to economic distress, nor that displaced textile workers were the cutting
edge of southern Republicanism. The argument instead is that the political-economic basis for a
biracial coalition was undermined by deindustrialization. The campaign to protect textiles and
apparel jobs was a biracial group with a common economic goal, in a setting that could not be
stigmatized in racial terms. By the 1990s, nearly 30 percent of nondurable manufacturing
employees in leading textile states, and about 35 percent of operatives, were Black. Layoffs
were roughly proportionate to this racial composition, implying that the majority of job-losers
were white.81 Through their unions as well as through impromptu political groups, the races
cooperated on appeals to preserve jobs, just as they had on campaigns for industrial development
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in earlier decades. The South was never highly unionized, but labor organizations punched
above their weight in political contests, especially with working-class voters. Deindustrialization
decimated union membership as well as factory jobs (Figure 7). Once the structural basis for that
coalition was removed, it was only to be expected that the attractiveness of alternative appeals
was a function of regional culture, including but not exclusively racial attitudes.
In the circumstances, it is hardly surprising that Black and Black found that low-income
white southerners “displayed little working-class solidarity in their partisan preferences” in 1996,
more than half preferring Republicans on the basis of religion, abortion and gun owner’s rights
as well as opposition to racial preferences. What deserves emphasis is that this pattern of nonclass-based voting by white southerners was a change from the previous generation. Texeira and
Abramowitz show that Democratic identification among lower socioeconomic white southerners
fell dramatically in the 1990s, and even more dramatically afterward: “Class differences in party
identification have not disappeared but are considerably smaller than they were thirty or forty
years ago.”82 In an update to their 2006 book, even Shafer and Johnston acknowledge a post2000 Republican shift among low-income southern white voters, “the people who for forty years
rejected the new southern Republican party.”83
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Figure 7

Source: Hirsch, McPherson, Vroman, “Union Density Estimates by State”
Across broad swaths of the region, deindustrialization and economic stagnation have
been the dominant facts of life for white southerners in recent decades. The travel writer Paul
Theroux spent three years on the road in the South and reported:
…if there is one experience of the Deep South that stayed with me it was the sight of
shutdown factories and towns with their hearts torn out of them, and few jobs. There are
outsourcing stories all over America, but the effects are stark in the Deep South…I found
towns in South Carolina, Mississippi, Alabama, and Arkansas that looked like towns in
Zimbabwe, just as overlooked and beleaguered.84
This essay’s modest proposal is that the change in southern white voting behavior was associated
with this deterioration in economic performance.
Consequences: Racial Polarization
Whatever the combination of economic, ideological, and racial motivations for the
southern swing to the Republican Party, the effect was to exacerbate racial polarization in
southern political life. Increased racial polarization in Presidential voting has been documented
84
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by three MIT faculty members in two studies prepared in connection with judicial review of the
Voting Rights Act.85 The authors compare states covered by the Voting Rights Act (primarily
southern) with those uncovered or only partially covered, using exit polls from Presidential
elections since 1984. The gap between Black and white voters (as well as between Hispanic and
white voters) was always higher in the covered states, and this regional contrast increased over
time, with a spurt between 2004 and 2008 presumably associated with the candidacy of Barack
Obama. Regional differences in polarization by these measures increased again between 2008
and 2012. Although partisanship in Presidential votes is more easily tracked over time, the
evidence suggests that similar patterns held in state and district voting. In one sense we already
knew this, because the southern Republican voters had been virtually all-white throughout the
post-Civil Rights era, while Democratic voters were biracial.86
As Republican majorities have emerged in the southern states, many state legislatures
have taken on attributes of one-party regimes, with manifest consequences for racial
relationships. Table 3 shows that prior to 1994, Black legislators were in the majority party in
virtually all southern state legislatures. The numbers of Black legislators actually increased
between 1992 and 2010, but many lost majority status following the 1994 midterm elections. The
decisive blow came with the 2010 midterms, after which 95 percent of southern Black state
legislators had minority status. (Both houses of the Arkansas legislature became majorityRepublican in 2014, completing the cycle.) Although Republicans made gains outside of the
South during these years as well, more than half of non-southern Black state legislators belonged
to the majority party throughout the period. In Alabama, Florida, , Mississippi and Georgia,
more than half the Democratic state legislators were Black by 2010, constraining the party’s
ability to appeal to white voters.87
An immediate consequence was to end what had been a steady advance of Black
legislators into leadership positions. In Georgia, the Legislative Black Caucus was highly
effective in the 1990s; by 1999-2000, LBC members chaired four committees in the house and
five in the senate, including the powerful Rules Committee. The loss of Democratic control in
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2004 greatly diminished African American influence, reducing them to token chairmanships of
minor committees. African Americans gained several chairmanships in the Florida Senate
between 1988 and 1996, but all of these were lost with the new Republican majority in 1996. In
North Carolina, African Americans held powerful committee chairmanships and leadership
positions in both houses, progress that largely ended with the Republican majorities of 2012. In
South Carolina: “With the loss of control by Democrats [in 2002], African American legislators
have little prospect of playing significant roles in the South Carolina legislature, though Black
clout in the Democratic caucus is enhanced.”88
Although earlier studies reported that greater Black representation tended to move policy
outcomes towards the preferences of Black voters, more refined analysis finds that these effects
are vitiated when the parties are highly racialized and the opposite party is in power – as in most
southern states in the 21st century.89 Even where the Democrats were extremely conservative, the
change in party control has had a major impact on Black representation. In Alabama, threedecade state senator Hank Sanders lost the chairmanship of the Finance and Taxation Education
Committee when Republicans gained the majority in 2010. Sanders had used his position to
increase the level and equitability of state resources for education and other forms of
infrastructure, but he and other Black legislators were then almost completely excluded from
major decisions. According to Auburn political scientist Gerald Johnson: “There’s been a total
collapse of Madisonian Democratic government. There’s no debate, no compromise, and no
minority participation – and by minority, I mean Democratic or African American.”90
This is not to suggest that the South has returned or is close to returning to the pre-Civil
Rights era in its political race relations. Black influence in state legislatures may be limited, but
overall Black political participation remains high, and representation in municipal and county
offices provides a considerable measure of self-determination and racial equity. Republican
control of state government has not prompted mass dismissals of Black public sector employees.
Some observers believe that the South has settled into a New Racial System, in which separate
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political spheres are largely respected, just as the dualistic system of higher education has
essentially been recognized by the courts, with biracial approval.91
This new regime may have some virtue in maintaining racial peace, but there are at least
two major drawbacks. One-party dominance creates both an incentive and an opportunity to
limit access to voting in order to maintain partisan advantage. When the parties are racially
polarized, “partisan advantage” has inescapable racial implications. In an exhaustive review of
the voting rights record since 1965, J. Morgan Kousser shows that proven violations have been
overwhelmingly concentrated in the same jurisdictions covered by the triggering formula set
down in 1970.92

These largely southern states have led the way in measures making

registration and voting more difficult for low-income voters, particularly since the Supreme
Court’s ruling in Shelby County v. Holder (2013) invalidating the VRA coverage formula. The
second drawback is that policies adopted by the new Republican administrations do not appear to
reflect the interests or preferences of a majority of state residents.
Consequences: Support for Education
If the transition to Republican voting were constrained primarily by organizational inertia
and switching costs, then we would not expect to find that attainment of Republican control led
to substantive changes in public policy choices. If southern Democrats were merely those
conservatives who had not yet found it convenient to relabel themselves, why should their votes
on policy issues change when the relabeling actually occurred? Yet policy continuity in
southern states is not what we see. The first major disrupter was the Voting Rights Act itself.
With the ascendance of competitive two-party politics, a cohort of progressive New South
governors (mainly Democrats) led campaigns to upgrade state school systems, escaping divisive
racial issues to mobilize broad support for a pro-growth agenda that would benefit all residents.
South Carolina is a case in point. As of 1971, the state’s school chronically underfunded
school system had long suffered dropout rates above 50 percent. Because teacher salaries fell 25
percent below the national average, more than half of recent teacher education graduates left to
work in other states. After defeating a segregationist opponent in 1970 with the help of Black
91
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voters, Governor John West launched a major effort to reduce dropout rates, particularly among
Black students. Increased state spending between 1965 and 1975 was largely driven by surging
state revenues rather than higher taxes (reflecting the booming Sun Belt economy), but the share
of the budget allocated to education also sharply increased. At the end of West’s term in office,
the conservative newspaper Columbia State gave the governor credit for “major advances in the
economy and race relations, concluding: “We much prefer this New South thinking and goals to
the moonlight, magnolias, and political hell-raisin that characterized the old Solid South.”
Although West was unable to change the state’s system of school finance, his example paved the
way for Governor Richard Riley’s more sweeping Education Improvement Act of 1984.93
Similar patterns prevailed over much of the post-Civil Rights South. Figure 8 displays
per pupil spending on K-12 education for seven southern states from 1948 to 2016, as a fraction
of the national average. Despite fears that school integration would weaken support for public
schools, Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina and Virginia actually accelerated their progress
after 1965. Only in Alabama and Mississippi did school spending decline during the turbulent
years 1966-1970, after which these states too resumed the trend towards convergence on the
national average. Some of the increase reflected new federal support for public schools in lowincome areas, but most of it was the result of new state policy priorities and economic growth.
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Figure 8

Source: National Center for Education Statistics, Digest of Education Statistics, various years
In Alabama, Governor Albert Brewer (who assumed office after the death of Lurleen
Wallace) steered a major educational reform package through the state legislature in 1969,
saying “Our problem is not race [but education].” When funds ballooned in the Special
Education Trust Fund, Brewer allocated them to teachers’ salaries and capital improvements in
the schools. Brewer was defeated by George Wallace in 1970, but an atmosphere of
expansionary optimism continued into the 1980s, culminating in the Education Reform Act of
1984.94 Sarah Reber shows that rising expenditures in Louisiana were instrumental in
facilitating school desegregation, as the legislature allocated additional funding to districts where
whites would be particularly affected.95
Even Mississippi, long the most educationally backward state, belatedly got into the
reform act. The state’s compulsory education law, repealed in 1956 during the desegregation
crisis, was reenacted in 1977. Gubernatorial candidate William Winter ran on an education
94
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reform platform in 1979 and got most of his plan through the state legislature in 1982. With
biracial support, state funding for kindergarten was introduced, teacher pay increased, and
performance-based accreditation instituted. Performance gains from a new assistant-teacher
program were said to be “one of the most visible signs of educational progress in the state.”96
Mississippi was the last state to provide funding for kindergarten; every other state in the former
Confederacy enacted this reform between 1968 and 1978.97
The resurgence of southern public schooling did not survive the counter-revolution of
partisan realignment. Figure 8 shows that progress toward national spending levels was halted or
reversed in every state except Virginia. In Alabama and Mississippi, the reform impulse ended
in the late 1980s, predating the shift in partisan control. Elsewhere the reversal largely tracked
the advent of Republican governors and state legislative majorities. Cutbacks were particularly
severe in Florida, Georgia and North Carolina, reversing decades of relative progress. Florida
and Texas, having distinctive political histories, were well ahead of other southern states in
earlier decades. But these states joined the budget-cutting trend in the 1990s, ending the period
in the middle of the regional pack.
The transition to Republican majorities may have been the proximate cause of these
spending cuts, but an important background factor – perhaps jointly contributing to both
developments – was the fact that a majority of public school students were now people of color.
This milestone was reached in 2007, prior to the Great Recession, but the trend had been
underway for at least two decades. Unlike many urban school districts, this compositional shift
was not driven primarily by white flight into private schools, but by the influx of Hispanics,
whose share of the total increased from six percent in 1978 to more than 20 percent in 2008.
Although the broad trends were similar nationwide, the South is the only region of the country to
have a majority of both low-income students and students of color in the public schools.98
Southern institutions of higher education fared little better. In a turn-of-the century
assessment of the South’s progress, historian Thomas G. Dyer called attention to the
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extraordinary rise in the size and quality of the region’s research universities from the 1960s
through the 1990s. The growth had many sources, but “most important was the rolling of
unprecedented large sums of tax money into public higher education from the late 1950s into the
1990s, in complete contrast to the pattern earlier in the century.”99 Dyer speculated ruefully that
this period of expansive growth and enthusiasm for higher education might turn out to be an
anomaly in the region’s history, and trends in the 21st century suggest that these misgivings may
have been well-founded. Figure 9 displays real state appropriations per FTE enrolled in postsecondary education, for three southern states that once prided themselves on their university
systems. The drop off in South Carolina is particularly notable, especially in the Republican era
beginning in 1994. In Georgia, a surge in financial support under Democratic Governors Zell
Miller and Roy Barnes was reversed with the election of “Sonny” Perdue and a Republican
legislature in 2002. The decline in North Carolina has been more gradual but nearly as
substantial.

Figure 9

Source: State Higher Education Executive Officer Association, State Higher Education Finance
reports, various years.
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To be sure, tight state budgets and cuts to higher education have by no means been
limited to southern states. But the rise in quality of southern schools and universities was an
important feature of regional economic development in the postwar era – both a reflection of and
a contributor to growth -- persisting through the Civil Rights decades and even exemplified by
the apparently successful response to the stresses of desegregation. A Wall Street Journal article
on the relative decline of the Southern economy in recent decades states: “Many economists say
the most effective way for the South to regain its momentum would be to invest more in
education, which would over time create a more skilled workforce to attract employers. But
Mississippi State University economist Alan Barefield notes that it is difficult to reconcile with
southern states’ historical desire to keep spending and taxes low.”100 Both fail to note that the
region had somehow overcome this contradiction for nearly half a century. With the fin-desiecle political transition, the era of regional convergence to higher national economic standards
and social norms seems to have ended.
Consequences: Policies Toward Low-Income People
After surveying dozens of studies and datasets, political scientist Matt Grossmann argues
that the Republican ascendancy in state government has had only modest effects on policy
trajectories. States that became red were usually conservative already, and policy overreach
typically generates countervailing responses from interest groups and the courts. Grossmann
concludes: “Republicans have few, if any, widespread real-world policy results to show for their
state gains.”101 To this, the only appropriate response is Stephen Potter’s famous quip: “Yes, but
not in the South.” Indeed, Grossmann acknowledges that welfare cuts represent an exception to
his thesis, and that the South is an outlier. He writes: “The best case for Republican impact may
be distributional,” citing Katherine Newman and Rourke O’Brien’s evidence that southern states
have shifted their tax burdens away from income and property taxes, and toward sales taxes that
fall disproportionately on poorer residents.102 It is undeniable that the South has long been
conservative, but Newman and O’Brien show that regional differences in tax regressivity
widened sharply after 1990, coincident with the rise of Republican political control.
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One of the earliest and clearest effects of the Voting Rights Act was an increase in
welfare coverage and payments. The change was most marked in plantation Black Belt counties,
where elites had long managed relief programs in their own narrow interests. This effect came
primarily through the election of Black county officials.103 Over a somewhat longer period,
studies find broader influence at the state level. Haynie reports that greater Black representation
in state legislatures tended to raise spending on health, education, and social welfare.104
Although local political control was always important, in those years welfare policy as
such was largely constrained by federal rules. A feature of the conservative drift in national
politics was the call to return more discretion on policy and spending allocation to the states.
During the George H.W. Bush administration (1989-1992), states were encouraged to apply for
waivers under the Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) program, to experiment
with such features as time limits, family caps, and workfare. The real turning point, however,
was passage of the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act in 1996
during the Clinton administration. The PRWORA ended the entitlement status of AFDC,
replacing it with a time-limited assistance and work requirement program called Temporary
Assistance to Needy Families (TANF). The major policy change was to assign block allocation
grants to the states, who gained far more discretion on detailed conditions of welfare access.105
Responses to this new-found freedom varied widely among the states. Because benefit
levels were not greatly affected by the change, the main variation was in the stringency of access
rules, and by extension the pace of decline in welfare enrolment. Analysts consistently report
that the single most powerful variable associated with adoption of “get tough” policies was the
share of African Americans on state welfare rolls.106 Although social scientists seem averse to
any mention of “region” in their interpretations, it is appropriate to point out that this key
variable corresponds closely to the states of the former confederacy. Table 4 shows that African
American families constituted a majority of the TANF population in all of these states except
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Florida and Texas, where the share was smaller because of the large Hispanic population. In the
other nine southern states, two-thirds of TANF families were Black in 1996, compared to an
average of less than one-third in the rest of the country. The table also displays the reduction in
the TANF population relative to the poverty population in these states, showing that the cuts
were far more drastic in the South than elsewhere
A more recent state policy juncture was the decision to support or oppose Medicaid
expansion under the 2010 Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act. These choices were not
intended as part of the legislation, but in upholding the Act itself in June 2012, the Supreme
Court ruled that states could not be compelled to implement expansion of Medicaid coverage for
the low-income population not previously covered. The financial incentives to do so remained in
place, however, in that the federal government would assume initially all and eventually 90
percent of the additional cost. This subsidy was sufficient to induce most governors to support
expansion: all of the Democrats and about half of the Republicans, including many conservatives
from otherwise red states. As Gov. Rick Scott of Florida, a long-time opponent of Obamacare,
put it: “I cannot in good conscience deny Floridians access to healthcare.” Expansion in Florida
was blocked, however, by the Republican-controlled legislature.107
Figure 10 shows the geography of state decisions on Medicaid expansion as of January
10, 2020. The prevalence of southern states among the non-adopters is visually evident. But the
exceptions and partial exceptions are as interesting as the core pattern. Kansas, Nebraska, South
Dakota and Wyoming are in various stages of deliberation and negotiation towards probable
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Figure 10

expansion (in some cases with restrictive provisions). Wisconsin has rejected Medicaid funds,
but covers adults below the poverty line in Medicaid. In Missouri, the issue will be on the ballot
in 2020. In other words, virtually all of the uncompromisingly rejectionist states are southern.
The exceptions within the South are equally interesting. In Virginia, Democratic
governors recommended expansion after taking office in 2015 but were unable to gain legislative
approval until 2018. Kentucky implemented Medicare expansion under Democratic political
leadership, but Republican governor Matt Bevin actively campaigned against Obamacare in 2015
and once in office imposed a restrictive waiver. The waiver was rescinded by newly elected
Democratic Governor Andy Beshear in December 2019. Arkansas approved its own version of
Medicaid expansion in 2013 under Democratic Governor Mike Beebe. Republican Governor
Asa Hutchinson stated in 2016: “I hope that Washington replaces Obamacare, but, until then, we
would only be punishing Arkansans by turning down federal money.”
A remarkable deviation from the pattern is Louisiana, perhaps the exception that proves
the rule. The state rejected Medicaid expansion under Republican governors, but conservative
Democrat John Bel Edwards campaigned actively on this issue in 2015, pledging to begin
implementation on his first day in office. Edwards also portrayed himself as a champion of
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public schools, frequently mentioning that his wife is herself a public-school teacher. Most
notably, Edwards courted the Black vote aggressively, speaking at five churches on the Sunday
before the election and appearing with Black and Latino political leaders in New Orleans on
Election Day. The result was an above-average turnout and a comfortable 56-44 victory in the
runoff election. The new governor was true to his word, issuing an executive order on January
12 to begin the process of Medicaid expansion. Edwards was re-elected in 2019.108
The larger point is that the responses of most southern states, willingly leaving federal
money on the table for political reasons, are very different from those of the 1960s and 1970s,
when these states reluctantly acquiesced in such policies as desegregation of schools and
hospitals because of what seemed to be the irresistible power of federal funding. The racially
charged character of the topic is difficult to miss: States like Arkansas, Kentucky and West
Virginia have large white poverty populations but relatively small Black shares, so Medicaid
expansion is less easily color-coded than elsewhere. Virginia is now a blue state, because Black
voters are part of a larger coalition dominated by metropolitan Washington DC. The example of
Louisiana shows that under the right combination of circumstances, it is still possible to
reassemble multiracial coalitions on economic issues, even in states where Blacks comprise a
large minority share of the population. Once in place, such popular benefit programs are
difficult to reverse. That resistance may in turn help to sustain the multiracial coalitions.
Conclusion
The promise of voting for Black southerners was long-delayed. But since passage of the
Voting Rights Act of 1965, voting has been a powerful force for racial progress: beyond
improved respect in political discourse, objective gains include greater access to public services
and public-sector employment, and a fairer share of state expenditures on education and other
public goods. The increase in the number of Black public officials occurred primarily in districts
and municipalities where Black voters constituted a majority or near majority. In contrast, gains
at the state level came through biracial coalitions, enacting pro-growth programs that benefited
white as well as Black constituents.
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The consolidation of conservative Republican majorities in the southern states brought an
end to this biracial political regime and a dramatic change in policies. On cultural issues, such as
abortion, homosexuality, and guns, as well as economic issues like taxes and public spending,
the emergent ideology of the 21st century undoubtedly descends from traditions shaped by the
region’s history of slavery and segregation.
In trying to understand this development, however, changes in the behavior of white
southerners deserve as much emphasis as historical continuities. Between the Voting Rights Act
and the mid-1990s, the median white southerner voted for liberal-to-moderate Democrats, no
doubt conservative by outside standards but well within the spectrum for the national party.
Class-based partisan voting emerged during this period, which observers saw as a sign of a
diminished role for race and for regional distinctiveness. If anything, the southern incomepartisan relationship during this era was steeper than elsewhere, suggesting that the persistence
of conservative regional culture was largely an upper-income phenomenon.109
This apparently stable pattern then changed, beginning with an abrupt rightward shift in
1994 and more-or-less steadily thereafter, punctuated by decisive Republican gains in the
midterm elections of 2010 and 2014. The swing had many causes, but this essay argues that an
important contributing factor was the change in economic conditions, attributed by voters with
some justification to removal of longstanding barriers to import competition in industries that
were fundamental to regional prosperity. Many votes against Democratic legislators in 1994
constituted direct retaliation against President Clinton for his trade policies. The longer-term
trend more likely reflected the loss of manufacturing jobs, associated with stagnant or falling real
incomes, increased joblessness, and the decline of formerly robust industrial communities.
One way to frame the issue is to argue that racial tolerance and economic generosity are
easier in a context of rapid economic growth. The suggestion here, however, is that the
promotion of local and regional industries formed a basis for inter-racial cooperation, based not
on generosity but on enlightened mutual self-interest. Removing that structure opened the door
to emotional appeals rooted in regional culture or racial and ethnic scapegoating. Can new
multi-racial coalitions reclaim statewide majority status? The transition in Virginia, and scattered
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election results elsewhere, suggest that this eventuality is possible. The greatest unknown is the
Hispanic vote, whose impact has thus far been limited outside of Florida and Texas, despite rapid
population growth. Whether the white working class rejoins this coalition may be questionable.
But an equitable pro-growth political program might be good for them as well.
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Table 1. Share of Black Elected Officials Relative to Share of Voting-Age Population, 2001
State

State

County

Mayor

Senate

House

Commission

City
Council

School
Board

All
Elected
Offices

Alabama

0.927

1.04

0.979

0.427

0.979

0.427

0.717

Arkansas

0.562

0.85

0.0

0.434

0.0

0.434

0.432

Florida

1.316

1.068

0.503

0.269

0.503

0.269

0.339

Georgia

0.713

0.789

0.512

0.196

0.512

0.196

0.350

Louisiana

0.762

0.723

0.661

0.362

0.661

0.362

0.468

Mississippi

0.62

0.863

0.749

0.539

0.749

0.539

0.565

North Carolina

0.673

0.76

0.913

0.288

0.913

0.288

0.42

South Carolina

0.621

0.721

0.836

0.377

0.836

0.377

0.496

Tennessee

0.607

1.013

0.155

0.06

0.155

0.06

0.176

Texas

0.546

0.782

0.112

0.248

0.112

0.248

0.155

Virginia

0.672

0.591

0.505

0.117

0.505

0.117

0.429

SOUTH

0.375

NON-SOUTH

0.095

Illinois

0.098

Michigan

0.150

New Jersey

0.213

New York

0.079

Ohio

0.143

Pennsylvania

0.071

SOURCES: Bullock and Gaddie, Triumph of Voting Rights, Table 12.4; Joint Center for
Political and Economic Studies, Black Elected Officials 2001, Table 3.
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Table 2. Indices of Party Competition in Southern States, 1956-2010

One-Party Democratic
1956-1962

AL (.77)

NC (.75)

ARK (.75)

SC (.68)

FL (.79)

Competitive

One-Party Republican

TN (.68)

GA (.79)

TX (.76)

LA (.74)

VA (.71)

MS (.74)

1964-1970

AL (.87)

FL (.61)

ARK (.69)

SC (.56)

GA (.67)

TN (.47)

LA (.71)
MS (.66)

TX (.61)
VA (.60)

NC (.66)

1972-1978

FL (.65)

AL (.62)

NC (.52)

LA (.66)

ARK (.64)

SC (.43)

VA

(.20)

1980-1986

GA (.49)

TN (.37)

MS (.55)

TX (.59)

AL (.43)

MS (.39)

NC (.30)

ARK (.64)

SC (.35)

VA (.18)

FL (.42)
GA (.49)

TN (.46)
TX (.40)

LA (.53)

1988-1994

AL (.64)

SC (.36)

MS

(.32)
ARK (.59)
FL (.40)
GA (.50)
LA (.62)
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TN (.51)
TX (.40)
VA (.43)

NC (.32)

Table 2 (continued)

One-Party Democratic
1996-2002

Competitive

One-Party Republican

ARK (.45)

AL (.22)

FL (.40)
GA (.38)
LA (.49)
NC (.36)

MS (.29)
TN (.28)
TX (.28)
VA .33)

SC (.36)

2004-2010

VA (.88)

ARK (.50)
FL (.46)
GA (.38)
LA (.41)
NC (.43)

2012-2017

AL (.30)
MS (.32)
SC (.30)
TN (.34)
TX (.32)

VA (.46)

NC (.34)

LA (.40)

TX (.33)

ARK (.35)

FL (.33)
SC (.32)
MS (.32)
GA (.31)
AL (.28)
TN (.23)

SOURCE: Woodard, New Southern Politics, p. 259; Gray et al, Politics in the American States,
Table 3-2. The table combines “one-party Democrat” (.85-1.00) with “modified one-party
Democrat” (.65-.8499); and “one-party Republican” (.00-.1499) with “modified one-party
Republican” (.15-.3499). “Competitive” is .35-.6499). The figures for 2012-17 are from Gray et
al and are not strictly comparable to those from Woodard.
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Table 3. Status of Black State Legislators, Southern States, 1994-2011

Status
Majority
Minority

Total

Pre-1994
Post-1994
Midterms
Midterms
State
State
State
State
House
Senate House
Senate
158
43
174
61
(99.3%) (100%) (81.7%) (91.0%)
1
0
39
6
(0.7%)
(0.0%) (18.3%) (9.0%)
159

43

213

67

Pre-2010
Post-2010
Midterms
Midterms
State
State
State
State
House
Senate
House
Senate
117
47
11
4
(47.8%) (58.8%) (4.5%)
(5.6%)
128
33
231
67
(52.2%) (41.2%) (95.5%) (94.4%)
245

SOURCE: Bositis, Resegregation in Southern Politics? Table 1.
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80

242

71

Table 4. TANF-TO-POVERTY RATIOS, 1995-96 and 2016-17

Alabama
Arkansas
Florida
Georgia
Louisiana
Mississippi
North Carolina
South Carolina
Tennessee
Texas
Virginia
SOUTH
NON-SOUTH
USA

TANF Families/Poverty
Population
1995-1996
2016-2017
32
9
33
5
55
13
82
6
48
4
39
6
74
7
40
10
67
23
47
4
56
19
53
76
68

9
31
23

TANF Families by Race 1995 (%)
Black
72.9
58.1
47.2
72.3
81.6
86.2
63.4
72.5
55.2
32.1
65.0

Hispanic
0.1
0.5
17.7
1.1
0.8
0.2
1.8
0.7
0.6
46.6
2.0

56
31
36.9

15
23
20.8

SOURCES: Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, Trends in State Caseloads and TANF-toPoverty Ratios (updated November 28, 2018); U.S. Department of Health and Family Services,
Department of Family Assistance. Characteristics and Financial Circumstances of TANF
Recipients, FY1996. Race for families is identified as “race of natural or adoptive parent.”
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